
Implementing the Universal Standards is helping ESAF address 
gaps in social performance management and strengthen 
services—leading to increased positive client relationships and 
a more effective responsible finance model.

“When it comes to fixing the gaps in SPM implementation, flip through the pages 
of the Universal Standards and you will find the answers there.”  

– Sandhya Suresh, Manager, R &D,  
ESAF Microfinance and Investment Ltd. 

ESAF was drawn to the Universal Standards because they provide clarity 
on which aspects of SPM to evaluate. 

Opportunity International Australia selected ESAF to beta test the Universal 
Standards. The Universal Standards added value by providing guidance on 
which management practices the institution should be looking at when 
considering its social goals.  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IMPLEMENTING 
THE UNIVERSAL STANDARDS

Organization
The Evangelical Social Action Forum 
(ESAF) serves low-income women—with 
little access to good health services, 
sanitation or education for their children—
in India’s rural areas by providing a variety 
of loans based on a client needs 
assessment, along with other financial 
services including savings and insurance. 

ESAF Microfinance's Mission statement: 
To be a leading financial institution 
providing customer centric products 
through high quality service by using 
innovative technology to the underserved 
households in India.

The Evangelical Social Action Forum 
(ESAF) began in Kerala as an NGO 
dedicated to addressing the employment 
issues of youth and women by holding 
trainings on leadership, skill building, self-
help groups and provision of micro-credit. 
In 2007, the micro-credit component was 
transferred to ESAF Microfinance and 
Investment Pvt Ltd (EMFIL) when it 
acquired NBFC status. ESAF currently 
operates in six states with 692334 
members and gross portfolio of INR 7678 
million spread over 175 branches. 70% of 
the women clients are below USD 
2.25PPP, with 90% living in rural areas.

ESAF offers a variety of loan products 
including those designed to help people 
generate income, build homes, manage 
farms and improve sanitation and access 
to clean water. ESAF also offers money 
transfer, pension, insurance benefits and 
savings. 



FIRST STEPS 
An external consultant evaluated ESAF against the Universal Standards to 
find gaps and set goals for their SPM. 

EDA Rural Systems, an outside consultant, began by meeting with department 
heads, senior management, branch staff and board members to get input on the 
relevance of the essential and additional practices—and how to position each 
within ESAF. Based on this input, EDA drafted action areas for further 
consideration and provided technical assistance for the initial activities the 
institution took to implement the Universal Standards:

‣ Review and define social goals and targets
‣ Define indicators based on goals and targets 
‣ Review and establish poverty benchmarks by state/region (PPI)
‣ Share with Operations (including zone/branch level) to get buy-in
‣ Review and revise all forms to remove duplication and capture social data
‣ IT to include social fields in MIS and develop customized reporting
‣ IA to rework audit process and design a separate SPM audit scorecard 

These steps helped ESAF set realistic goals and data to capture—and identified 
ways to integrate the social data into the IT applications, while aligning the 
operations of how and when to get data from clients. This put the first standard in 
place, and EMFIL will work on one standard at a time, with plans to complete 
correcting gaps by the end of financial year 2014. 

ESAF created an SPM Action Plan with realistic goals based on staff skills 
and capacity. 

ESAF set realistic timelines based on the capacity of each staff member, and 
created a plan with each SPM item assigned to a specific person. This ensured 
individuals felt responsibility and ownership, without creating a burden or setting 
expectations too high. 

KEY LESSONS 
Begin with a coordinated effort to orient senior management and the board 
to the Universal Standards. 

Bringing all key decision makers together to discuss the Universal Standards and implementation process was a crucial step in ESAF’s 
implementation of the USSPM. This ensured management buy-in before the SPM champion moved forward with an action plan, and 
eased the transition across the entire organization. 

SPM should be in the culture of the organization, so that every staff member knows, understands and owns the social parts of 
their job. 
The people doing the work out in the field need to buy-in to SPM for the work to get done. It is not enough to simply have management 
sign-off on the Universal Standards.  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TIPS

• Look at the skills and 
capacity of your staff to set 
realistic goals.

• Start with the standard that 
makes the most sense for 
your organization. 

• Make the Universal 
Standards a part of your 
organizations culture—from 
field staff to board 
members. 



RESULTS
The Universal Standards are helping ESAF build a more effective 
responsible finance model by focusing its approach to increasing positive 
client relationships. 

Client centricity is a guiding principle for developing products and services within 
ESAF, as lending alone will not enable clients to rise out of current poverty levels. 
Before implementing the Universal Standards ESAF lacked systems to monitor 
and measure social goals. The Universal Standards have helped ESAF 
streamline monitoring mechanisms, which is increasing positive client 
relationships and building a more effective responsible finance model.

LOOKING AHEAD 
ESAF’s next steps include maintaining the implementation of the Universal 
Standards in the long term.

Now that most of the applicable standards are in place, the next step is to 
maintain them in the long run so that every standard becomes fully integrated 
into ESAF’s policies, strategies, products and services.
From the board of directors, to senior management, to staff, and clients, the 
understanding of the Universal Standards remains core and uniform, which will 
enable ESAF to emerge as an institution par excellence with a strong balance of 
social and financial goals.

RESOURCES
To learn more about ESAF, visit their website. http://www.emfil.org
To learn more about The Universal Standards, visit www.sptf.info 
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